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FinalTechnicalReport:

For a period of two years, the grant funded two months of research by the
prircipalinvestigator(PI)each summer and supported his research throughout the
year by partiallyfunding a graduate assistantand by funding computing,travel,and
publicationcosts relatedto the grant. This research formed part of a program
involving the Pl and a number of collaboratorswith independent funding. By
chance, every one of the collaboratorsmentionedin the grant proposalchanged his
or her job after the grant started. In some cases this ended, or greatly reduced,
collaboration, but in the case of Ian Gladwell, who left the University of
Manchester, U. K., to join the PI's institution, this enhanced greatly the planned
collaboration. Because of these unanticipated developments, the Pl did not need all
the funds requested for travel.

The grant helped make possiblea program of research that was quite productive.
Results partiallyfunded by the grant were made generallyavailablein nine papers
published(or stillin press)in journalsand books. Four other papers are in various
stages of the refereeingprocess,and two more are being written. Many of these
resultswere alsodisseminatedby means of reports. In most cases the reportswere
early versionsof papers,but one reportwas never intendedfor journalpublication.
Detailsabout the papers and reports are provided below. Another way of making
research resultsgenerallyavailableis by means of talks. As ii turned out, the
principalinvestigatorwas invitedto addressthe most importantmeeting of the year
in his specialtyin each of 1987,1988, and 1989. In addition,he spoke on seven
other occasions. Some detailsare provided below. Several collaboratorsgave a
number of talksabout jointwork; because they receivedno directsupport from the
grant,no detailsare reported. Some mathematicalsoftware was partiallysupported
by the grant. Codes for the event locationproblem are being made widely available
in source form in a report,by means of a computer network, and through a non-
profit organizationthat provides a library of mathematical software. A "new
generation"of Runge-Kutta codes is far advanced. They willbe made availablein
the same way. In addition, the Pl will spend a research/study leave writing a book
about the numerical solution of the initial value problem for systems of ordinary
differential equations. He will acknowledge DOE support or some of the research
that will appear there. In particular, the new Runge-Kutta codes will appear in the
book so that they can serve as examples of current research (in addition to making
generally available superior software for the solution of the initial value problem).

The number of projectsinvestigatedprecludesprovidingmuch detailabout them all.
Instead,some detailwillbe provided about certainmajor efforts. One such effort
concerns "interpolation"for Runge-Kutta methods. Runge-l_'uttamethods are much
more expensive per step than alternatives such as multistep methods, but the step
sizes they use are so much bigger that they compete weil. If the codes are not
permitted to use as big a step size as possible,they are relativelyinefficient.The
most common reason for such a restrictionis a request for answers at specific
points because Runge-Kutta methods produce answers only at the end of a step. In
contrast,multistep methods like Adams and BDF are based on an interpolating
polynomial,and they merely evaluate the polynomialto obtain an answer anywhere
in the _pRn Of A __tep-An important_t_sk _sso¢!_ted._.it.hdifferentialequ.tion_ i._to



find where an event occurs. Runge-Kutta codes can be extremely inefficient for
this task because the code must search for the location of an event, producing

approximate solutions at each triel point. How to provide an interpolation
capability for Runge-Kutta methods has been the subject of intense study by

workers in the field. The Pl made important early contributions to this matter, and
he has continued to make contributions with collaborators like Gladwell and Brankin

and with his student P. Bogacki. During the period of the grant the PI and Bogacki
have worked on the basic task when both crude and stringent accuracies are

requested. At crude tolerances a low order formula is appropriate, _nd qualitative

properties such as monotonicity and convexity of the interpolant are crucial. At
stringent tolerances the difficulty is getting an interpolant of high order accuracy

at a reasonable cost. A new way of accomplishing this has been proposed. The new

capability of interpolating with Runge-Kutta provides opportunities for progress

with other tasks, some of which are mentioned below.

A major effort has been devoted to the event location problem. This work, joint
with I.Gladwell and R. W. Brankin, is concerned with the integration of an ODE

until an event occurs. The task is to determine reliably and efficiently if, and

when, an event occurs. There are severe difficultiesin both theory and practice.
Difficultiesof the most fundamental nature are that in general, it is not possible to

be certain that one even notices that sn event has occurred, and that if sn event
has been noticed, it is not possible to be sure thai the first event is discovered.
The Pl discovered that for special kinds of events of great practical value, both
these difficultie_ can be overcome, at least in principle. The problems can be quite
ill-conditioned,and as a consequence, an event may be located poorly. A way was

devised to estimate the accuracy of the location of an event so that users can

appraise the accuracy of _lution. Software has been prepared implementing the

theory. A novel software development is to provide a coro_tine that can be used

with unaltered versions of popular codes so that they can solve event location
problems. Addition of the capability to the Gear )ine of BDF codes for the solution
of stiff initial value problems, Shampine and Gordon's PECE Adams code, and one of
the new Runge-Kutta codes with interpolationhas been demonstrated.

A number of investigations were concerned with starting an integration. The

algorithms for the estimation of the local error and the adjustment of the step size
are fundamental to all mod,_rn codes for the initialvalue problem. For these

algorithms to be reliable,the step size must be "small enough," and it must change

slowly from step to step. The start is criticalbecause somehow a step that is "on
scale" must be found. At firstusers were asked to guess a suitable value. This is

not just a great inconvenience, users simply do not have the information at their
disposal to do a good job. The PI and his collaborator I. Gladwell made the earliest
contributions to the automatic determination of an "on scale" initial step size.

Along with a student, R. Brankin, they have considerably increased the reliability of
automatic starting procedures. Their approach combines the best elements of
previous work with the new idea of estimating (for "free") the Lipschitz constant L
and insisting thai the step size h be constrained so that hL is bounded in an
appropriate way.

Multistep methods are appealing because they exploit previously computed solution
values to achieve high accuracy with little work. But where do these "previously



computed" values come from at the start of the integration? When the first
variable order, variable step size codes were written, it was realized that there was
an easy answer to thisquestion: Just take the firststep with a method of order 1
that requiresno previouslycomputed values,and letthe algorithmsfor adjustment
of step sizeand order deal with the task of gettingup to "optimal"values. Not
only is this an easy thing to do in the code, ii is usually very effective in
practice. The most popular codes based on the Adams methods for non-stiff
problems and the BDF for stiffproblemsstartthemselves in this way. There is a
general impressionthat all the basic issues in the solutionof the initialvalue
problem are understood. In the case of codes that vary their order,this is false.
In particular,what is going on in the starthas been a complete mystery. The Pl
and a student, W. Zhang, have now developed a theory for the start as performed
in important codes, This new understanding reveals that some of the things done in
the codes are incorrect,some work for a reason differentthan what was believed,
and some can be improved. A fundamental issue in startinga code by variationof
step size and order isthe recognitionof the optimalorder. What theory existsfor
the selectionof order makes very strongassumptions. They are probably not true
of many computations, and they are certainly not true when starting in the way
described. The Pl and Zhang have shown analytically and by example that one
widely used approach for selecting the "optimal" order in the start is incorrect.
They have proposed an approach that is rather similar in its mechanics to the usual
one, but has the advantage that it can be proven to be correct. The approach is
being implemented as a piece of mathematical software appropriate for insertion in
popular Adams and BDF codes.

Starting a multistep code by variation of step size and order is easy, but it is not
obviously the best way to get started. Besides the theoretical difficulties, the
procedure is not always efficient. In fact, many popular BDF codes can be grossly
inefficient in the start because of the way they evaluate these implicit formulas.
Solving the algebraic equations by a simplified Newton method is expensive because
a Jacobian matrix must be formed, usually by finite differences, an iteration matrix
formed and decomposed, and several linear systems solved at each step. The
Newton method is necessary when the step size is determined by stability, as is
usually the case when solving stiff problems, but a waste of effort when the step
size is determined by accuracy. In the start phase the step size is virtually always
determined by accuracy due to en initialtransientwhere the solutionchanges very
rapidly. Startingat order 1 in these circumstancesisalso very inefficient.Indeed,
if there is any time in the integrationof a stiffproblem when high order is likely
to be beneficial,itis during the initialtransient.Buildingupon earlierwork on the
automatic selectionof an initialstep size and on interpolationfor Runge-Kutta
formulas,the Pl and his collaboratorshave devised a way to determinethe optimal
order and to obtain the "previously computed" data need to start at this order.
The first step is actually taken with one of the new Runge-Kutta formulas with
interpolation. By taking as large a step as possible with this formula of moderate
order, the start is made both more robust and more efficient. The starting
procedure has proved to be quite effective in the Gear line of codes for both stiff
and non-stiff problems. An interesting aspect of this work is that by using
previous fundamental work of the Pl on interpolation for Runge-Kutta formulas, it
is easy to justify the selection of the optimal order .
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Papers and Reports:

Control of step sizeand order in extrapolationcodes,L. F. Shampine,J.Comp. Appl.

Math., 18 (1987)3 - 16.Automatic selectionof the initialstep size for an ODE solver,I. Gladwell,L. F.
_ Shampine, and R. W. Brankin,J. Comp. Appl.Math.,18 (1987)175 - 192.

Interpolationwith variableorder Runge-Kutta methods, L. F. Shampine, Comp. &
Maths. with Applics.,14 (1987)255 - 260.

,,

Startingvariableorder Adams and BDF codes,L. F. Shampine, Appl. Num. Math., 3
(1987)331 - 337.

Reliablesolutionof specialevent locationproblems for ODEs, L. F. Shampine, I.
Gladwell, and R. W. Brankin, Num. Anal. Rept. 138, Math. Dept., Univ. of
Manchester, U. K., 1988.

Codes for the reliable solution of special event location problems for ODEs, R. W.
Brankin, I. Gladwell, and L. F. Shampine, Num. Anal. Rept. 139, Math. Dept., Univ. of
Manchester, U. K., 1988.

Locating special events when solving ODEs, I. Gladwell, L. F. Shampine, and R. W.
Brankin, Appl. Math. Letters, 1 (1988) 153 - 156.

Efficient integration of ODEs by transformation, L. F. Shampine and W. Zhang,
Comp. & Maths. with Applics., 15 (1988) 213 - 220.

Starting BDF and Adams codes at optimal order, R. W. Brankin, I. Gladwell, and L. F.
Shampine, J. Comp. Apl_, Math., 21 (1988) 35? - 368.

Diag_1osing stiffness for Runge-Kutta methods, L. F. Shampine, Rept. 88-8, Math.
Dept., Southern Methodist University, Dallas, 1988.

The next generation of Runge-Kutta codes, L. F. Shampine and ]. Gladwell, Rept. 89-
10, Math. Dept, Souther_ Methodist University, Dallas, 1989.

Tolerance proportionality in ODE codes, L. F. Shampine, Proc. Workshop on Num.
Meth. for ODEs held in L'Acquila, Italy, Sept., 1987, to appear. (Has appeared as
Rept. ,8"/-8, Math. Dept., Southern Methodist University, Dallas, 1987.)

The effect of changing the step size in linear multistep codes, L. F. Shampine and
P. Bogacki, SIAM J. Sci., Star. Comp., to appear.

Convergence of LMM when the solution is not smooth, L. F. Shampine and W.
Zhang, Comp. & Maths. with Applics., to appear.

A 3(2) pair of Runge-Kutta formulas, P. Bogacki and L. F. Shampine, Appl. Math.
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Letters,to appear.

Papers submitted or in preparation:

Reliable solution of special event location problems for ODEs, L• F. Shampine, 1.
Gladwell, and R. W. Brankin, being revised for ACM Trans. Math. Soft.

Diagnosing stiffness for Runge-Kutta methods, L. F. Shampine, being revised for
SIAM J. Sci., Stat. Comp.

The next generation of Runge-Kutta codes, L. F. Shampine and I. Gladwell, submitted
for Proceedings of IMA Conference on Computational Ordinary Differential
Equations, London, July, 1989.

Rate of convergence of multistep codes started by variation of order and step size,
L. F. Shampine and W. Zhang, submitted to SIAM J. Numer. Anal.

Interpolating high order Runge-Kutta formulas, P. Bogacki and L. F. Shampine, in
preparation•

Starting multistep codes at optimal order, W. Zhang and L. F. Shampine, in
preparation.

Presentations:

The progress described was presented in a number of talks. The most important
were two invited talks presented to a Workshop on Numerical Methods for ODEs
held in L'Acquila, Italy in 1987, an invited address to the 1988 Conference on IVPs
for ODEs held in Toronto, Canada, and an invited address to the IMA Conference on
Computational Ordinary Differential Equations held in London in 1989. Also
i_.iportant were an invited address to a regional SIAM meeting at the University of
Texas at Austin, and an invited talk at a special session on numerical analysis at a
regional AMS meeting at North Texas State University. Colloquia were given at
Southern Methodist University, the University of Texas at Arlington, Trinity
University, the University of Texas at Dallas, and Rice University.
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